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Some of the links in this post may be affiliate links meaning that I earn commissions from qualifying purchases at no extra cost to you. Click here for my full affiliate disclosure. I always make cake for my grandchildren when they visit or near their birthday. Generally, I keep it pretty simple and
make a leaf cake with shop-bought icing or a batch of cupcakes. But since my fallen daughter had no plans for her birthday and my daughter decided on a whim that she was coming home for the weekend too, I decided at the last minute to have a mini Minnie Mouse party complete with a
DIY Minnie Mouse birthday cake. As always, I headed to Pinterest and pinned some Minnie Mouse birthday ideas to my tips. Then Mile and I ran to the dollar tree to see what we could come up with. Surprisingly, they didn't have pink balloons! However, they had black and white balloons
and a pre-rolled pink ribbon. We grabbed a pink plastic tablecloth too. I always have a stock of boxed cake mixtures in my pantry in case a grandson shows up around his birthday. Yes, I had three boxes of strawberries! Perfect because I didn't have time to run to another store. While the
cakes were baked, I created a birthday sign using this free printed I found through Pinterest. There are a few on my Pinterest board so follow me there if you want something a little different. I've used Photoshop to add her name and age, but other editing programs will work if you don't have
Photoshop. I had some leftover cake mix so I made a batch of cupcakes too and texted Don asking him to pick up a mini Orea cookie for some quick Minnie Mouse ears. When all the cakes were cool I got to decorating the cake. It's not perfect, but as Don said: She's 2. She won't notice.
And we don't have to be perfect. The supplies needed for a DIY Minnie Mouse Birthday cake as this one's cost of supply adds a bit to the first time you have a DIY cake like this Minnie Mouse birthday cake. But keep in mind that once you buy your main cake decorating supplies you can use
them over and over again. Cake decorating supplies are small investments that will save a lot of money over the years. How to make Minnie Mouse Birthday Cake How to Bake for Layered Cake Bake Cakes according to the instructions of the box. I fill my pans around 3/4 full to make sure
they rise to the top of the pan around the edges. As a precaution, I put the pans on a cookie sheet in case they overflow when growing. If you bake all the cakes together, the smallest cake will finish first and so on. Be sure to keep an eye on them while they bake. Allow the cakes to cool
completely Pots. Make the icing Make your favorite cake icing according to the recipe instructions. I use this wine and glue.Separate icing in food storage containers depending on how much need for every color. I made about twice as much pink to freeze the middle part of the cake as well
as the cupcakes. Set the white glaze aside. Use a toothpick to pull a bowl of food coloring out of the container and put it in the icing. (Throw out the toothpick. If you need more color after mixing, always use a new toothpick to prevent the glaze from getting into the food coloring.) Mix the
glaze until the color is completely mixed. Cover the icing with lids to prevent it from drying out. Prepare an icing bag Place the male part of the parper in the bag. Cut off the end of the icing bag. Put #30 the icing tip on the bag and steam. Screw a couple of sections together over the tip and
bag. Fill the bag about 2/3 full of black glaze leaving room to twist the opening closed. (I keep mine closed while I frost, but you can add a rubber band or a winding tie if you prefer.) As a layer of baked cakes When the cakes are completely cool, use a serrated knife to remove the top of
each cake so they are level with the cake pans. Put a bowl of glaze on the center of your cake stand, board, or plate and spread it. It doesn't have to be smooth and perfect. It's just there to keep your cake from slipping. Flip the 8-inch cake upside down over the icing so that it is centered on
the base and release it from the pan. Put another small icing ball on top of the 8-inch cake and smooth it to match the 6-inch cake. Turn the 6-inch cake upside down over the 8-inch cake by releasing it out of the pan. Follow the above 2 steps for the 4-inch cake. Prepare a layered cake for
frost frost crumbs coat. It's a thin layer of glaze (that's fine if you can see through it) that will keep the cake from collapsing and lifting as you decorate the icing bags. This video (embedded below) will show you how to create a crumb coat. It also shows you how to align cakes. You can do it
your own way or you can level them at the same time in the pan as I reviewed in the above instructions. Put a bowl of white icing on the cake and smooth it until you have a thin layer covering the whole cake. Dip the icing spatula or knife into a glass of warm water as needed to help smooth
out the glaze and keep it from sticking to the knife. When there is a thin layer of glaze covering the whole cake, let it set and dry. (You can harden it by putting it in the fridge for a while.) How to decorate Minnie Mouse Birthday Cake Frost bottom layer with white icing using a glaze spatula or
knife to smooth it out. (Lower the spatula into warm water as needed.) Don't worry too much about how smooth the edges are. The edges will be covered later. Cut a thin slit in the top layer and place 2 cookies inside for the ears. Use the icing bag you filled with black icing to start decorating
with the top of the middle of the cake and around the ears. This video Below) will show you how to decorate with the star tip in about 2 minutes and 15 seconds. Freeze the bottom layer with white glaze. Dip the glaze knife with a spatula in a glass of warm water as needed to smooth out the
glaze. Prepare a pink glaze bag with a #32 tipped and frozen with a medium layer, as shown in the first video. The bottom of the cake with a pink glaze tip. Prepare a white glaze bag with #12 tip of icing and circle and walk around the edge of the bottom layer and between the black and pink
layers. Print the bow with this onion print. Pink cardboard will work best, but if you don't have it, you can print it out on white paper and color it with a pink pencil or marker. Hot the glue toothpick to the back of the onion and let it harden/stick the onion into the cake. We weren't sure when we
would celebrate GG's birthday last weekend. Andrea was dropping her grandchildren off on Friday and then heading home to work, study and test until Sunday. We'd either celebrate on a Friday night or Sunday when she came back. Then Avery called On Friday night around 5:00 to say
she was coming with our grandson. Perfect! Cheers! Avery and our grandson could celebrate with us. Avery has to leave by late morning on Sundays because she has a 4 hour trip home, so Don and I were trying to figure out how we could have a mini Minnie Mouse birthday party for GG
with daughters and 3 of our grandchildren. We knew Avery was coming around 9 p.m. It's operational! I mean give or take no more than 10 minutes with a 4-hour ride. Andrea, on the other hand, is the opposite. Haha. Don called her around 8:45 to see where she was and she was in the
drive after about 10 minutes. The girls will arrive around the same time. Don asked if the kids napped during the 2 and a half hour drive and they did. We might assume that our grandson napped at least most of his 4 hour trip. So we got to speed decorating with balloons and making cake.
And at 10:00 pm we had a mini Minnie Mouse birthday party to celebrate our granddaughter turning 2. Don't forget the IT PIN! And follow me on Pinterest for more pins like this. If you are looking for Mickey Mouse cake pan decorating instructions you have come to the right place. We have
33 images of Mickey Mouse cake pan decorating instructions including images, photos, photos, wallpaper and more. On this page, we also have a lot of images available. Such as png, jpg, animated GIFs, rice art, logo, black and white, transparent, etc. Not only are Mickey Mouse cake pan
decorating instructions, you can also find another photo such as Mickey Mouse Cake Pan Wilton, Mickey Mouse Cake Mold, and Mickey Mouse Birthday Cake Pan. Don't forget to bookmark Mickey Mouse cake pan decorating instructions using Ctrl and D (PC) or Team D (macos). If you
use a mobile phone, you can also use the menu drawer drawer Browser. Whether it's Windows, Mac, iOs or Android, you'll be able to upload images using the download button. eBayminnie mouse cake panPage 2eBayminnie mouse cake panPage 3eBayminnie mouse cake pan this item
does not belong on this page. Thank you, we'll see about that. This is.
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